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FAITH IN LIFE WEEK Co-chairmen Darlene 
Cooper and Jim Campbell. 
New System Initiated 
To Improve Library 
Bishop Lewis Active In 
Church, Community Affairs 
The featured speaker for Faith in Life Week this year 
is William Lewis, Bishop of the Diocese of Olympia of the 
Episcopal Church. The Diocese of Olympia includes all of 
Washington west of the Cascades, with headquarters in 
Seattle. 
The Bishop's special interest is Bishop 	 Lewis 	 was 	 born 	 in 
in the field of Town and Country Elinsford, 	 New York, 	 May 	 15, 
Ministry. 	 This 	 nvolves church i 1902, the son of the Reverend 
Charles Smith Lewis and Ethel 
work in 	 rural 	 areas and small L. D. Oliver Lewis. He graduat 
cities and towns. He is also inter- 
ed 	 from 	 St. 	 Lukes 	 School 	 in 
ested in the churchs' work with Wayne Penn., 1919, and received 
youth and on the college campus. his A.B. from Harvard in 1923. 
Member of Groups He then attended General .Theo- 
From 1955 to 1961 he was a logical Seminary in New York, 
member of the National Council from which he grad'uated in 1926. 
of the Episcopal Church, and he He mar r i e d 	 Margaret 	 N. 
also has been chairman of the Thompson 	 of 	 North 	 Adams, 
Bishop's Committee on Theologi- Mass., in 1928. They have two 
cal Education, and of the Rural children, Captain Robert Charles 
Work Committee of the House of Lewis and Mrs. Ann L. Quesnee. 
Bishops. He currently is a mem- Bishop Lewis Ordained 
her of the Joint Commission on Bishop Lewis was ordained a 
Approaches to Unity. From 1953 deacon and priest in 1926 in the 
to 1961 he was chairman of the Diocese of New Jersey by Bishop 
Board of Directors of Saint Mart Mathews. He served in several 
garet's House, which is the church churches 	 and 	 was 	 consecrated 
training school for women's work Bishop of Nevada in Grace Cath- 
at 	 Berkeley, 	 California. 	 From edral, 	 San 	 Francisco, 	 My 	 12, 
1958 to 1959 he was a member of 1942. He served there until Oc- 
the Board of Trustees of Wind- tober 1, 1959, when he became 
ham House in New York. He is bishop coadjutor of Olympia. He 
also 	 a 	 member 	 of 	 the 	 Rural became 	 Bishop 	 on 	 January 	 1, 
Workers Fellowship. 1960. 
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UPS Formed 
For Need Of 
School InWest 
By ROY KIMBEL 
(Ed Note: Last issue, it was 
just decided that there should be 
a university or college located in 
the West and discussion was about 
to begin on the issue. This week: 
"Why a University" and "The 
Location.") 
The object of the committee 
was to secure a charter for the 
university to he located in west-
ern Washington. 
Because of lack of education 
facilities in the West, these men, 
working on behalf of the feelings 
of most of the inhabitants of the 
coast, set out to organize a uni-
versity. 
The East had secured an ade-
quate educational system of uni-
versities and colleges, but these 
were too far for the people of 
the West to go. Weeks of travel 
would be involved in travelling 
from west to east in search of an 
education. 
There was need for colleges 
and universities to carry on the 
cause of education in the West. 
Thus, not only did the University 
of Puget Sound begin to develop, 
but also Leland Stanford took a 
definite interest, which, of course, 
soon developed into Stanford 
University. 
At the second session of the 
conference held in Tacoma on 
August 13-17, 1885, the Board of 
Trade of Port Townsend asked 
that they be considered as a loca-
tion for the university. A proposi-
tion was made of 40,000 dollars 
in land and 10,000 dollars in cash 
to start the university by the city. 
This was referred to the third 
session. 
At this meeting, held in Port 
Townsend, two other sites were 
brought up and indecision pre-
vailed. The other sites were in 
central Washington because of 
the central location and on the 
shores of Port Townsend Bay. 
Next week: "Location Decided" 
By DESMOND TAYLOR 
Last week a new mechanical 
charging machine was installed 
in the library. The new system 
will dispense with the repetitious 
writing of your name and address 
on the book cards. Now, all that 
is required is that you present 
your library card at the desk and 
the charging machine will do the 
Debate Squad 
Will Head For 
Cal. Tourney 
During Thanksgiving vacation, 
six members of the UPS debate 
squad will participate in the 
year's most competitive tourna-
ment. The delegation will travel 
to the San Fernando State College 
for the Western States Association 
Tournament. The tournament is 
being held in association with the 
WSA Convention to be held at 
Long Beach State College imméd-
lately prior to the Tournament. 
Participating will be about 800 
students representing the most 
prominent schools in the eleven 
Western States. 
Representing the University of 
Puget Sound will be Ellida Kirk, 
Verna Peterson, Sheila Marrs, 
Sharon Flynn, Dave Ackerman, 
and Bill Scarborough. In the UPS 
practice tournament in individual 
events held on our campus last 
week, our squad did exceedingly 
well. Among those with outstand-
ing results are Verna Peterson 
with straight firsts in inperpreta-
tion, and Sharon Flynn and El-
lida Kirk with straight firsts in 
oratory.  
rest. Library cards are now avail-
able at the main desk for those 
students whose names begin with 
A to H. The others will be avail-
able very shortly. Cards for the 
faculty can be obtained immedi-
ately. 
Demand for Reserve Materials 
The loan periods will remain 
the same except for the reserve 
materials. All reserve books can 
only be checked out one hour be-
fore closing. They must be re-
turned one hour after the library 
opens. This change was neces-
sary due to the heavy demand for 
reserve materials during the week-
end hours as a result of the 
greater number of students living 
on the campus. 
If students wish to borrow re-
serve materials for longer periods 
they can only do so with the per-
mission of their professors. 
After November 25 overnight 
reserve fines will be increased to 
50 cents for the first hour and 10 
cents for each additional hour 
thereover. 
New Book Return 
Now for some pleasant news. 
A book return has been installed 
outside the main entrance of the 
library so that library materials 
can be returned at any time 
day or night. The book return 
will be emptied every morning at 
9 am. Reserve books returned in 
the book drop after 9 am, will 
be considered overdue and a fine 
will be charged. 
Even better news is that effec-
tively immediately the library is 
granting a three-day grace period 
on all overdue books (except re-
serves). If a book is returned 
within the three-day period no 
fine is charged. However, if ma-
terials are held more than three 
days overdue then the frne rate 
will include the first three days 
as well. See you in the library.  
groups. 
Bishop William Fisher Lewis, 
Bishop of the Episcopal Diocese 
of Olympia, is the main speaker 
for the event. Other speakers are 
also being featured. 
Rev. R. E. Anthony Tomares 
is from the St. Nicholas Greek 
Orthodox Church here in Tacoma. 
Reverend Tomaras was educated 
in Athens, Greece, and prior to 
coming to Tacoma in 1960, he 
was head of the Greek Orthodox 
church in Oakland, California. 
Father Clark is from St. Pat-
rick's Church and is also advisor 
to Newman Club, a Catholic stu-
dent youth group. He attended 
Seattle Parochial schools, had 
n.  
two years of college and four years 
of theology at St. Thomas in 
Kenmore, Washington. He served 
at St. Mathew's in Seattle until 
November, 1961, when he came 
to Tacoma. 
Rabbi Richard Rosenthall has 
been the spiritual leader of Tem-
ple Beth El since 1956. Prior to 
then he was a chaplain in the 
U. S. Army. He is a graduate of 
Centenary College in Shreveport, 
Louisiana. He was ordained by 
Hebrew Union College in Cincin-
natti, in 1954. He is president of 
the Tacoma-Pierce County Men-
tal Health Association, and is vice-
chairman of the Inter-Faith Ad 
visory Committee of the Depart-
ment of the Institutions. 
A main feature of Faith in Life 
week will be the Student Body 
Dinner which will he served by 
the Associated Women Students 
at 5:30 this evening in the south 
dining hall. The fraternities will 
join the gathering at 6: 15 for the 
address by Bishop Lewis "One 
in Joy." All students are urged 
to attend. 
Co-chairmen for Faith in Life 
Week are Darlene Cooper and 
Jim Campbell. 
Faith In Life Week 
Has Representatives 
From Several Faiths 
By LORI SHAW 
The University of Puget Sound campus is currently 
observing Faith in Life Week, which is this year's theme for 
Religious Emphasis Week. Representatives of all religious 
faiths, Protestant, Catholic, Greek Orthodox, and Jewish, 
have been, and will be giving talks and holding discussion 
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Editorial Comment . 0 0 0 
S U FAR this year the student newspaper commonly known 
as the UPS Trail has gone through a multitude of catas-
trophes. We have been the Trial, the "pink" Trail and many 
other mysterious varieties. 
What is unfortunate is that the staff has been blamed 
and they are doing an excellent job. This year we have been 
on our own. Yet we have been able to produce a paper (with-
in a limited budget) larger than last year's edition and more 
numerous than the 1960 paper. 
What has been our problem? The first six issues were 
printed at a printing company which could not handle the job. 
We run on an offset printing process so that we can have a 
paper which features many clear pictures. Unfortunately, 
the printing company which handled the job did not have the 
local facilities to print the Trail. The paper was sent to Se-
attle in a rushed manner and the quality was very poor. 
Why did we choose an inferior printing concern? Unfor-
tunately we are provided with an outmoded budget. This year 
printing costs have increased, the size of the paper has doubl-
ed and enrollment has gone up. Everything has gone up but 
our budget. The bid that we received from this printing con-
cern was the lowest and we accepted it. 
Last week the linotypist broke his arm and the linotype 
machine broke down. Because of this reason the staff correct-
ed 900 typographical errors before the paper went to press. 
On Monday afternoon I spent six and one-half hours cor-
recting typos. 
After all of this work had been done, the sixth edition 
of the Trail hit the stands with over eighty typographical 
errors. 
A CHANGE HAS BEEN MADE!! After careful consid-
eration we have decided to change horses in mid-stream. The 
Trail is now under a new contract. We are now having the 
paper printed with a new company, Johnson-Cox, which has 
guaranteed us workmanship service. 
We feel that the ASB has been cheated and we apologize. 
From now on the Trail will sport a new and professional look. 
w.h.b. 
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Lowdown. 
By BILL BAARSMA 
A number of interesting de-
velopments occurred in the last 
Central Board meeting. The usual 
oratorical nonsense was put aside 
this week. 
It was announced that a row-
ing crew was being organized for 
the near future. Mark Beals is 
presently working on the project. 
The Artist and Lecture program 
took a financial beating on the 
Don Cossack program. This was 
due mainly to student apathy. 
Sandy Seyler and Gary Thomp-
son are doing the work of ten 
this year. It is hoped that the 
next program, the Brothers Four, 
will be a success. It is up to the 
ASB. 
Clark Parsons volunteered the 
services of the Sophomore class 
to help A. and L. on publicity. 
Good going! 
Yours truly gave a report on 
the recent Trail changes. (See 
Editorial Comment). 
The drama department report-
ed on its recent production of 
"No Exit". A capacity crowd of 
over 400 people viewed the excel-
lent production. 
Tom Crum reported on the 
progress of the news sheet. This 
idea, first brought up at the re-
cent Leadership Conference, is 
one of the best innovations 
thought of this year. The news 
sheet will be put out three times 
a week in the Student Center. 
The Student Activities Commit-
tee is presently working on the 
problem of chaperones. A list is 
presently being made up. 
Last Sunday night, Howard K. 
Smith presented the Political 
Obituary of Richard M. Nixon. 
For anybody who is familiar with 
Mr. Smith's style, hard-hitting, 
objective and diversified reporting 
are the foundations of his pro-
gram. The Nixon program was 
composed of the same ingredients. 
Why, then, all the national com-
motion? 
Students of the American polit-
ical scene are largely agreed that 
Mr. Smith's treatment of Nixon 
was accurate. We, as students, 
should then seriously question if 
the charges of slander and mis-
representation of the truth that 
are being leveled at Mr. Smith are 
valid. It is right to search-out the 
(Editor's Note: All letters which 
appear in Letters to the Editor 
must be signed by a student, fac-
ulty member, or administrator of 
the University or must represent 
the views of a University organi-
zation. Recently I received a let-
ter signed Disgusted Students. 
Obviously there is no one on this 
campus named Disgusted Stu-
dents, although this may be a 
pseudonym for a disgusting stu-
dent! We do not print letters by 
pseudonyms or people not wish-
ing to sign their names.) 
To the Editor: 
I should like to point out that 
contrary to your report in last 
week's Central Board Lowdown, 
I did not inform you that the 
TRAIL contained many typo-
graphical errors, but rather I 
asked you if anything could be 
done about such repeated assaults 
on the English language. I realize 
full well that most of these errors 
are the fault of the printing corn-
pany and not yours, and I am 
happy to hear that you have bro-
ken the contract with these in-
competents. 
Yet the incident mentioned 
above is but another variation on 
a recurring theme in Central 
Board Lowdown, the propogation 
of sly mistruths. This column is 
not consonant with the proper 
dignity which you, as editor, 
should manifest. Your manner of 
discussing certain people has con-
sistently demonstrated what might 
best be called a thinly veiled 
snideness, which perverts fair re-
portage and is much too cute. I 
suggest you attempt to be accur-
ate instead of clever. 
DICK WIEST 
truth and honestly express it. 
Should our society gear its think-
ing and actions to what is pleas-
ing and unembarrassing? Is social 
and intellectual robotism to be its 
goal? In other words, is our ulti-
mate concern to be: to gear our 
lives toward making everybody 
like us? 
In some of our University class-
rooms, honest inquiry is discour-
aged. To disagree is next to here-
ty. We realize that "knowledge is 
power." Leonardo da Vinci stat-
ed that "an educated man is one 
who sees life whole." George El-
liot believed "that truth has rough 
flavors if we bite it through." Are 
we really being allowed to "bite"? 
Are we to be "quiet" students? 
This question is applicable to 
Student Government too. The 
ASB Executive Committee real-
izes that in various Student Body 
circles we are viewed as some ter-
rible Leviathian. This impression 
has been created; we would like to 
correct it. We want to know your 
suggestions and complaints. You 
are encouraged to attend Central 
Board meetings and speak. We 
feel that objective appraisals are 
a vital part of life, both as stu-
dents and later as the adults of 
our country. In short, increased 
student participation m e a n s 
stronger Student Government. 
To The Editor: 
Probably one of the greatest 
reminders, in the future, of the 
fine years spent in college will be 
the annual. This book, the Ta-
manawas at U.P.S. , is filled with 
events and happenings which 
most of us will never forget. Our 
children and grandchildren may 
look through it with great interest, 
thinking of the way things were 
when mom and dad were going 
to school. 
It seems, however, that the Ta-
manawas is overly devoted to a 
minority on campus—the Greeks. 
Its contents are spent on pictures 
of individual members of each fra-
ternity and sorority, their dances, 
social functions, activities, while 
the independent students go vir-
tually unnoticed. They are pictur-
ed in a few special groups such as 
songfest, in which the dormitories 
and members of "Indes" can par-
ticipate, but represetation falls far 
short of what it should or could 
be. 
Is there any reason for this, 
especially on a campus the size 
of U.P.S.? 
There are several facts which 
should be brought out. Of the 2000 
full-time students at U.P.S., ap-
proximately 1300 are those inde-
pendent of any Greek organiza-
tion who pay $7.50 per year, or 
over $9,000.00 towards the pro-
duction of the annual - and for 
what? To show parents and 
friends that independents are not 
recognized at U.P.S.?! 
Very few of the smaller schools 
do not give equal representation 
to independent students in their 
annuals. I'm sure that nearly all 
of the independents would be 
more than happy to pay the extra 
$1.35 per picture to have the priv-
ilege of being a part of the 
Tarnanawa.s. 
Everyone would benefit. All 
Greeks have friends who are in-
dependent, and I'm sure they 
would appreciate a complete an-
nual, which would include these 
friends. I know it would be bene-
ficial in showing those not attend- 
ing U . P . S. 
It is difficult to realize how 
something as important to an en-
tire student body as the annual 
could reach such a degree of de- 4 
votion to the Greeks as the Ta-
manawa.s has. 
I believe a workable solution is 
possible. However it would be one 
which would require both Greek 
and Independent interest. Why 
not make this year's Tamanawas 
something to be proud of, which 
would be worthwhile for everyone 
on campus to help produce? 
Murray Damitio 
* 	 * 	 * 
A bandit walked up to the win-
dow of a ticket seller in the Los 
Angeles Union Station, took a 
quick look around the place, and 
whispered: "This is a hold-up. 
One move and I'll shoot you. Now 
hand over the dough." 
The clerk behind the window 
gasped, but pulling himself to-
gether he said: "Would you please 
step to the next window, I'm on 
my lunch hour." 
S ACROSS the DESK • 
By TOM CRUM 
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Burk Receives Doctorate 
At IJniversity of Washington 
41 
iI!tE -i 
The newest member of the psy-
chology department at UPS, Dr. 
H. W. Burk, recently achieved his 
doctor's certificate in philosophy 
at the University of Washington. 
His specialty while doing his doc-
torite work was multivariate an-
alysis which involved working 
with the statistical analysis of 
many variables. 
Granted Fellowship 
Dr. Burk was granted a natural 
Gravity, Moon 
Are Studied 
By Dr. Danes 
Dr. Z. F. Danes, a new addi-
tion to the science department at 
the University of Puget Sound, 
has recently been doing consider-
able research in two fields of 
endeavor. The two fields in which 
he will submit papers to various 
committees, are lunar studies and 
gravity studies. 
In his lunar studies, Dr. Danes 
utilizes crater development, in-
volving the history, and cracks 
and crevasses, to write a paper 
entitled "Isostatic Compensation 
of Lunar Craters." 
Danes Studies Mountains 
As for the other research paper, 
Dr. Danes studied the Cascade 
Mountains in northern Washing-
ton for his gravitational informa-
tion. Using a gravity meter from 
the University of Minnesota, the 
school in which he last taught, he 
took readings from Mercer Island 
to Cle Elum, and Snohomish to 
Leavenworth. Along with this 
paper, Dr. Danes includes maps 
of the area covered in his gravi-
tational study. 
In his research, he discovered 
strong gravitational anomalies be-
tween Sultan to Issaquah, both 
north and south along the moun-
tains. A strong gravitational an-
omaly was also found at the crest 
of mountains. 
Mountains Are Young 
Interpretations from his studies 
could mean that "the mountains 
are very young and are still grow-
ing steadily." 
Among other things, Dr. Danes 
has planned additional research 
for the Cascade Range this sum-
mer. 
As for his lunar report, he will 
present this to the Pacific Coast 
National Meeting of the Amer-
ican Geophysics Union at the 
Stanford University. California, 
sometime between Christmas and 
New Years. 
WATCHES 
- JEWELRY 
Tacoma's Only Certified 
Master Watchmaker 
- ffP, 
SC HA E FFE R' S 
JEWELERS 
3812 No. 26th SK. 9-4242 
science fellowship for three years 
while at the U of W. After working 
as a counselor there, he became 
a research trainee with the Vet-
erans Administration. He had pre-
viously graduated from the Uni-
versity of Puget Sound in 1956. 
"Intra Individual Factor Analy-
sis with Rotation of Maximum 
Similarity" was his thesis title. 
It involved, as analyzed by the 
Supervisory Board over Dr. Burk, 
two things: (1) It extends con-
siderably the techniques for sta-
tistical study and analysis of sin-
gle individuals; (2) It demon-
strates the appreciable degrees 
of stability and consistancy of the 
factor structure of phychology 
and physiologicalvariables which 
is relatively independent of the 
individual on which the measures 
are taken. This type of stability 
has been previously demonstrated 
from one sample of individuals to 
another, but from a single indivi-
dual to another. 
Thesis Will Be in UPS Library 
This thesise will go on file in 
the UPS library as soon as Dr. 
Burk finishes filling out the infor-
mation sheets concerning his new 
degree. 
Three main steps were involved 
in Dr. Burk's completion of his 
5 year doctor's study. First was 
an examination period, all writ-
ing, which took him four days of 
steady writing to complete. Sec-
ond was the approval of the read-
ing committee, made of three doc-
tors known in their field, in which 
his thesis was read and approved. 
Thirdly, and most important was 
his oral exam where men who are 
experts in their field threw ques-
tions at him one after another 
until they had completely exhaust-
ed his resources. 
Thus, after five years of post 
graduate study, Dr. H. W. Burk 
has achieved his goal—his Doctor 
of Philosophy degree. 
TAC Tourney 
Schedule 
Here is the game schedule 
for the 1962 Tacoma Athletic 
Commission Invitational Bas-
ketball Tournament at Pacific 
Lutheran University's gym Fri-
Sat., Nov. 30-Dec. 1: 
FRIDAY, NOV. 30 
Game No. 1—UNIVERSITY 
OF PUGET SOUND vs. Ta-
coma Cheney Studs, 7 p.m. 
Game No. 2—Pacific Luth-
eran vs. St. Martin's College, 
8:45 p.m. 
SATURDAY, DEC. 1 
Game No. 3—Loser Game 
No. 1 vs. Loser Game No 2, 
7 p.m. (For Third Place) 
Game No. 4—Winner Game 
No. 1 vs. Winner Game No. 2, 
8:45 p.m. (Championship) 
FOR ALL OCCASIONS 
BUDIL'S 
FLORIST 
6th & Oakes 	 FU. 3-4739 
Teaches Class 
In Alaska 
Dr. Lyle Shelmadine, director 
of the History department at the 
University of Puget Sound, vis-
ited Alaska Methodist University 
during the summer to teach in 
their summer school program and 
to help establish closer relations 
between the two schools. 
Two other members of the 
U.P.S. faculty also assisting in the 
program were Dean Regester, who 
helped to establish the graduate 
school and Beth Greisel, who 
taught in the education depart-
ment. 
Dr. Shelmadine taught courses 
in Middle East and Recent Euro-
pean History. His classes were 
small consisting largely of gradu-
ate students. Several former grad-
uates of U.P.S. who are teaching 
in Alaska were enrolled. 
Alaska Methodist University, 
one of the newer additions to the 
Methodist University system, is 
situated about four miles from 
the city of Anchorage in our new-
est state. The University has a 
campus of 500 acres which has a 
lake right on it. 
The building program, right 
now in the development stages, 
is being guided by Edward Dur-
ell Stone, the very prominent ar-
chitect who designed the Ameri-
can Embassy in India. He will be 
in charge of the campus expan-
sion program. 
At present one large academic 
building containing galleries, an 
unusual auditorium and a class-
room complex has been completed 
and is in use. One dormitory is 
also finished. Homes for the fac-
ulty, being constructed right on 
the campus, are in process. 
The faculty of A. M. U. is 
small and well qualified. Melvin 
Kohler, former head of the U.P.S. 
art department now heads the art 
department at A.M.P. The presi-
dent of Alaska Methodist Univer-
sity, Fred P. McGinnis, holds an 
honorary doctrate from U.P.S. 
The student body is made up of 
about 300 students from all over 
the United States. 
I 
yl 
Program 
Initiated By 
Admissions 
The Admission Department, un-
der the direction of Mr. James 
Nelson, will be initiating a new 
system of admission called the 
Early Decision Plan which will 
go into effect for the entering 
freshman class of 1964. 
In this new procedure, students 
whose high school records and 
College Board Examination scores 
demonstrate superior achievement 
and capacity, and who are recom-
mended by their schools, may ap-
ply for admission to U.P.S. fol-
lowing the close of their junior 
year in high school. Such Early 
Decision applicants will be asked 
to certify that U.P.S. is their first 
choice and that no other applica-
tions will be made pending a de-
cision from the University Admis-
sions Committee. Candidates ap-
plying for admission under this 
plan who also desire financial aid 
will also file for scholarships at 
this earlier date. 
Announcements of Early Deci-
sion admissions will be made 
within two weeks after the appli-
cation has been completed. If a 
candidate is admitted under this 
plan, an assurance of admission 
will be given with the understand-
ing that the high school record 
will continue to be of high qual-
ity. Students who are denied early 
admission will be considered along 
with all regular applicants. 
U.P.S. and Whitman College 
will be the only schools in the 
state using this new system. 
* 	 * 	 * 
Mother: "When those bad little 
boys threw rocks at you, why 
didn't you come and get me?" 
Junior: "Gee, Ma, you couldn't 
hit the side of a barn." 
* 	 * 	 * 
GOOD FOOD 
Close . . . Convenient 
CHARLESON'S 
215 No. Lawrence 
Brothers Four 
Next Artist 
Lecture Prog, 
By MIKE BROOKS 
The trees are bare, a full moon 
is out and the campus is deserted. 
On this cold December 6th even-
ing the only sign of life to be 
found is in the Fieldhouse. It is 
here in the Fieldhouse that the 
fabulous Artist and Lecture spon-
sored Brothers Four are enter-
taining the student body. 
Scenes like the above are very 
common to this band of wander-
ing minstrels. In past months they 
played 45 one-night stands in a 
variety of locality and to large 
audiences. Adults as well as 
young adults enjoy an evening 
with the Brothers Four. To go 
along with their variety of songs 
is a quick line of good humored 
banter. The main part of the two 
hour program will consist of old 
folk songs with new lyrics and 
new melodies. On the program 
will be such old favorites as 
"Greenfields" and "Yellowbird." 
On their travel from campus to 
campus throughout the U.S. and 
foreign countries, no matter how 
hard the strain is the Brothers 
Four always present a highly en-
tertaining evening of fun. 
The Artist and Lecture Series 
Committee has done a lot of work 
to get top flight entertainment 
such as the Brothers Four. Other 
entertainment such as this will 
only he brought to the campus if 
there is enough student backing. 
The Brothers Four will be here 
one evening only and present only 
one show. Showtime is 8:00 P.M., 
December 6th in the Fieldhouse. 
Tickets are selling fast and in 
order to have good seats it is ad-
visable to purchase your tickets 
now and avoid the rush. Tickets 
cost $1.50. $2.00, and $2.50. They 
can be purchased on campus at 
the Bookstore and the Fieldhouse 
Off campus tickets can be pur-
chased at Ted Brown's, Allied 
Arts, and Frasers in Lakewood. 
CENTRAL-ize 
Your 
BANKING 
OPEN TILL 5:30 
EVERY FRIDAY EVE 
and 
Lots of Traffic-Free 
Customer Parking 
. 
YOUR COLLEGE BANK 
CENTRAL BANK 
37th Year Serving UPS 
6th at Pine 	 Kay at 12th 
MA. 7-8191 
The Brothers Four 
Shelmadine New 
THESE ARE the new members of the AFROTC Angel Flight. They are, left to 
right: Jean Hart, Carolyn Brooks, Carol Kangas, Kim Goodwin, Roberta Reed, 
Carolyn Monk, Carolyn Ibbotson, Leslie Tash, and Beth Pederson. 
2803 - 6th Ave. 
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GREEK and SOCIAL NEWS 
Angel Flight 
Is Picked For 
Coming Year 
The University of Puget Sound 
Angel Flight was recently noti-
fied of its acceptance into the Na-
tional Angel Flight. 
The Angel Flight is a co-ed 
auxiliary of the Ralph Brown 
Squadron of the Arnold Air Soci-
ety and was formed at U . P . S. in 
March 1962 with 12 regular and 
3 honorary members. The present 
Flight consists of 12 regular and 
1 honorary member, is command-
ed by Co-ed Major Sharon 
Shores. Other members include 
Co-ed Captain Sheri Zahel, Co-
ed 1st Lieutenants Sue Baker, 
Bonnie Stuessy, Julie Olander, 
Beth Barnes, Jan Smith, Ann 
Martin, Judy LeBeau, Donna 
Larson, Caye Ross, Lisette Shaw 
and Linda Eyerly, honorary Co-
ed Colonel. 
At ceremonies December 5, 
Angel Flight members will be in-
itiated into the national organi-
zation, and will receive a set of 
Angel Flight wings. 
Objectives of the Angel Flight 
are to advance aerospace age cit-
izenship by furthering public un-
derstanding, to support aerospace 
power in its role in national sec-
urity, to promote the interests of 
the Air Force and to aid the 
Arnold Air Society in social and 
civic activities. 
Membership in the Angel 
Flight is open by invitation to 
qualified undergraduate college 
women. The girls who were re-
cently accepted into Angel Flight 
are: Carol Kangas, Jean Hart, 
Kim Goodwin, Carolyn Monk, 
Carolyn Ibbotson, Carole Brooks, 
Beth Pederson, Leslie Tash, and 
Roberta Reed. 
Everything was set for the wed-
ding ceremony, but the groom 
looked bothered. "What's the mat-
ter?" whispered the best man. 
"Don't tell me you've lost the 
ring?" 
"No," the groom answered feeb-
ly, "but I seem to have lost my 
wild enthusiasm." 
SAVE 
Cash and Carry 
SKIRTS 
SWEATERS 
SLACKS 
Our Specialty 
NU-WAY CLEANERS 
SK. 9-7262 
New Hall 
Complete support by the entire 
dorm helped New Hall to take 
4th place in intermural football. 
Currently the bowling team is 
having a so-so season, and the 
rest of the dorm is eagerly look-
ing forward to volleyball and bas-
ketball. 
The residents of New Hall were 
recently serenaded by the Alpha 
Phis. The highlight of the even-
ing was the announcement that 
Gordon Besel was the Independ-
ent candidate for "Dream Man" 
of Alpha Phi. The men of New 
Hall appreciated this evening of 
entertainment very much and 
hope that it will continue in the 
future. 
Another New Hall man who 
distinguished himself on campus 
is Cadet Lt. Col. Don W. Wie-
gard. In a recent military review, 
Mr. Wiegard was awarded the 
Distinguished AFROTC Cadet 
award. 
Pi Beta Phi 
Bertina Christian, Pi Beta Phi 
graduate of last year, announced 
her engagement to Allan Bloom-
garten. Bertina is teaching in San 
Jose. California, while her fiancee 
is attending San Jose State Col-
lége. A summer wedding is plan-
ned. 
FOR RENT 
FURNISHED APT. 
4 Rooms and Bath. Newly 
redecorated, on bus line. 
Part utilities. $50 per mo. 
SK. 9-1311. 
The Pi Beta Phis held their 
annual Father's Day Banquet No-
vember 10. Preceeding the ban-
quet, all attended the PLU-UPS 
football game and a coffee hour. 
June Helland provided entertain-
ment by showing slides of her trip 
around the world this past sum-
mer. Co-chairmen were Mary 
Ann Fletcher and Sue Roberts. 
Kappa Sigma 
Kappa Sigma had their pledge 
dance this year with Chi Omega 
sorority. The theme was Hawai-
ian Holiday and was held at 
Brown's Point. overlooking Puget 
Sound. A roast pig with a trim-
ming was served. The Kappa Sigs 
are planning their annual Father-
Son Banquet. 
Business Fraternity Sponsors 
Lecture 
The Alpha Kappa Psi profes-
sional business fraternity will pre-
sent State Representative of the 
29th District, Dr. Charles E. 
Newschwander, who will speak on 
"The Businessman and Politics." 
The lecture will be held in room 
8 in the Student Union Building 
November 27 at 7:30 P.M. All 
interested students are cordially 
invited. 
Campus Shorts 
AWS tutoring is again active 
this year. Any students who tu-
tored last year and wish to again, 
for the same fees, should contact 
Sharon Peck at ex. 566. 
Biology Programs 
Are Presented 
During Past Week 
Both the chemistry and biology 
departments had an interesting 
series of lectures last week. 
Dr. Sprenger delivered an in-
formative talk Thursday noon in 
connection with this week's meet-
ing of the American Chemical 
Society. The talk dealth with the 
various aspects of biochemistry. 
Two biology programs were 
presented on Thursday. At noon, 
Steve Meredith, a graduate stu-
dent, gave a seminar on the "Eco-
logy of Kelp and Associated 
Fauna of Puget Sound." At 8:00 
p.m. Thursday at the meeting of 
Phi Sigma, national biology hon-
orary, Dr. Lee Douglas, a former 
U.P.S. professor and present re-
searched at John Hopkins Univer-
sity, gave an illustrated talk on 
"The genetics and cytogenetics of 
hymenolepis." 
SKI HElL.... 
By TOM ERNEST 
Each fall, when the new snow 
begins to show itself on the moun-
tains, we begin to look for new 
additions to skiing in the North-
west. For the past few years, the 
picture has appeared brighter 
each year than the previous one. 
This year is no exception. Not 
only have we gained a new ski 
area opening in this region, but 
detailed planning is well under-
way for more new ski develop-
ments in the future. 
Any of us who have followed 
the development of skiing in the 
past few years can't help but be 
impressed by the trends which 
have appeared and the trends are 
showing evidence of continuing. 
The careful planning and general 
attention paid to detail today in-
dicates that the wild-cat develop-
ments are a thing of the past. No 
longer do we find a rope tow area 
hacked out of a wooded mountain 
on a whim. Skiing has reached, 
especially in the Northwest, the 
point where development is plan-
ned for tomorrow as well as today. 
Most of the attention of the 
Northwest is focused on the new 
development only 68 miles from 
our campus. This new develop-
ment is Crystal Mountain, a uto-
pia for the skier, including two 
Riblet double chairlifts, a T-bar, 
and seven rope tows. The opening 
is planned for December 1. 
A two-story day lodge will also 
open at Crystal incorporating a 
cafeteria, first aid facilities, ski 
area operational offices, rest 
rooms, ski shop, and ski school 
administration into a Well oper-
ating unit. Stevens Pass' Jack Na-
gel will operate the ski school. 
Other ski areas to add new chair-
lifts this season include Ski 
Acres, Timberline Lodge (Mt. 
Hood. Oregon), and several in 
Montana. 
With these new facilities, only 
the sky limits the skiing oppor-
tunities—whether a beginner or 
a racer, ski instructor or general 
lodge bum. 
Do the Twist!! 
THE WAILERS 
will be playing at 
U. P. S. NOVEMBER 30 
for the 
RON SLEIGHT BENEFIT 
Sponsored by Beta Theta Pi 
$1.00 a person —$1.50 a couple 
av~,. COUPON SPECIAL 
1-101V 
, 	 Today, Tomorrow & Thursday Only 
" Tossed Green Salad 
8" Pizza - you choose the meat 	 96c Coffee, tea, milk . . . or pop 
Bring your appetite along with this coupon! 
CASHVALUE 1/20 of ic 
EXPIRES NOV. 22 
Christmas Cards 
IMPRINTED FREE 
QUICK SERVICE - New and complete selection 
of Cards to choose from 
CHAPMAN'S 
MONARCH DRUG CO. 
3123 North 26th 	 SK 9.6627 
Yarns, Needlework, Rugs 
Kits - Free Instruct ion 
with Purchases 
GUNDERSON 
Original Jewelry 
Antiques 
Gifts 
Silver 
764 Broadway BR 2-4295 
THE KNITTING NOOK 
Prestige Bldg. 	 • 	 University Place 
7902 West 27th Street 
Tacoma, Washington 
CLOSED SUNDAY and MONDAY 
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Intramural Players Select 
This Year All-Star Team 
UPS Football 
Records Fall 
The record book took a beating 
this season as the 1962 University 
of Puget Sound Loggers racked 
UI)  13 new football marks. 
Quarterbacks Mike Brustkern 
and Dick Dornfelcl led the assault 
on the record book by establish-
ing three new standards apiece. 
End Les Ross grabbed two rec-
ords and halfback Jim Mancuso 
added another. Four new team rec-
ords were also set. 
Ne records: 
TEAM 
Passing Yardage, season-116.1 
yards-per-game (old record, 111.1, 
1958). 
Most Passes Attempted, season 
—178 (old record, 150, 1958). 
Punting Average, season, 36.6 
yards-per-kick (old record, 34.4, 
1954). 
Passing Completions, season - 
74 (old record. 71, 1958). 
INDIVIDUAL 
Pass Receiving, Number, season 
—25, Les Ross (old record, 24, 
Ed Tingstad, 1960). 
Punting Average, season-37.8 
yards-per-kick, Dick Dornfield 
(old record, Loren Franklin, 35.4, 
1959). 
Total Yardage, Game 
- 253, 
Mike Brustkern vs. Portland State 
College (old record, 239, Jerry 
Hoxsey vs. PLU, 1961). 
Passing Yardage, Game 
- 247, 
Mike Brustkern vs. Portland State 
College (old record, 190, Jerry 
Hoxsey vs. PLU, 1961). 
Most Field Goals, season 
- 2, 
Jim Mancuso. 
Most Punts, Gamne-13, Dick 
Dornfeld vs. Whitworth. 
Most Yards Punted, Game-
499, Dick Dornfeld vs. Whitworth. 
Most Passes Attempted, Game 
—34, Mike Brustkern vs. Port-
land State College. 
Most Pass Receptions, Career-
44, Les Ross. 
EVERGREEN 
CONFERENCE 
Results Last Saturday 
UPS 26, Portland State 14 
Lewis & Clark 42, .PLU 20 
Humboldt State 32, Western 0 
College of Idaho 21, Eastern 7 
Willamette 13, Central 6 
Schedule Thursday 
Whitworth at So. Oregon 
A ft e r much struggling and 
straining, the two sophomores fi-
nally managed to get their tan-
dem to the top of the very steep 
hill. 
"Wow, that was some climb," 
said the first, breathing heavily. 
"Boy, it sure was. If I hadn't 
had the brake on, we would have 
gone backwards." 
* 	 * 	 *  
LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS 
.L ThINK W'R. RAlNiN fl45 NUMEI ONET 19ACK 
14M IN Th NATION, COcf. // 
Logger Hoop sters Prepare 
For TAC Tourney At PLU 
Final preparations are in order as Coach Russ Wilker- 
son's University of Puget Sound basketballers ready for their 
season opener Nov. 30 against the Tacoma Cheney Studs 
in the 7 o'clock opener of the Tacoma Athletic Commission 
Tourney at Pacific Lutheran. 
Coach Wilkerson is attempting Coach 	 Dick 	 Strain's 	 Jayvees, 
to set a tough schedule for the offering vitally needed experience 
Logger squad in order to prepare to future varsity candidates, have 
them for a rough conference sea- the following members: Scott El- 
son. That's the reason for such liott, Larry Fejfar (ineligible Un- 
powerhouses as the Cheney Studs, til 	 mid-January), 	 Al 	 Kitchel, 
Federal Old Line Insurance and Dave Peters, John Pierce, Gary 
Northwest Conference 	 powers Prisk, Russ Rudolph, Carl Spiek- 
Lewis & Clark and Linfield on erman and Mike Weber. Several 
the schedule. Then add, too, the varsity reserves will probably pick 
tough defensive aggregation from UP experience with the Jayvees. 
Portland 	 State 	 and 	 Canadian Another 	 Logger 	 turning 	 out 
champs University of British Col- daily, though ineligible until mid- 
umbia along with a non-confer- January, is Bob Sprague 6-9 1  260- 
ence struggle with Evergreen Con- pound center, who will be with 
ference defending champion Pa- the Cheney Studs and will oppose 
cific Lutheran and the Loggers the Puget Sound crew in the sea- 
find that their work is cut out for son=opener. 
them. The UPS pep staff asks Logger 
The Loggers will have slightly fans to arrive early at the PLU 
more than a month to ready them- gym both nights of the TAC Tour- 
selves for the conference  opener ney to assure themselves of seats. 
with Western Washington at Bel- Seating space will be at a pre- 
lingham, Jan. 5 mium. If the Loggers topple the Studs, UPS and the winner of the 
The following have been run- PLU-St. 	 Martin's 	 contest 	 will 
fling with the varsity during most meet for the championship Sat- 
of the early-season practices: Bob urday night at 8:45. Should UPS 
Abelsett, 	 Rich 	 Brines, 	 Wayne lose, the Loggers will take on the 
Carlson, Dick Dahlstrom, Barry loser of the PLU-St. Martin's con- 
Goss, Bill Hansen, Jerry Kaija, test at 7 o'clock for third place. 
Bill Kelly, Dale Moore, Gordon PLU and Si. Martin's are sched- 
Pfeifer, 	 Bill 	 Tipton 	 and 	 Fred uled as the 8:45 nightcap game 
Wilde. Friday evening. 
With the intramural football 
season having been completed, it 
is always traditional that an all-
star team be chosen. This year, 
each team that participated sub-
mitted their idea of an all-oppon-
ent team. From the teams return-
ed to The Trail sports staff, two 
teams were selected with honor-
able mentions going to those who 
received one vote or more. 
The league champions, Sigma 
Nu, placed three men on the all-
league team. John Meredith was 
chosen as the center, while Jim 
Lynass and Dave Ratko were 
selected to fill the backfield posi-
tions. Kappa Sigma, runner-Up in 
the league, placed Glenn Wright 
at an end slot and Tom Bishop at 
a tackle position. 
2 New Profs. 
Are Set For 
Science Dept. 
New professors on campus this 
year include Dr. Glenn Haws of 
the biology department, and Dr. 
Z. S. Danes of the physics de-
pa rtment. 
Dr. Haws came to UPS from 
Newark State College in New Jer-
sey. He received his BA and MA 
from Brigham Young University, 
did graduate work at Oregon State 
and the University of Michigan, 
and received his Ph.D. from Pur-
due University. This dark-haired 
professor teaches general biology, 
anatomy, and physiology. He 
makes his home in Tacoma with 
his wife and five children. Hob-
bies, "besides having kids," in-
clude Hi-fi and fishing. 
Danes Is from Boeings 
Dr. Danes comes to UPS from 
Boeings, where he worked as a 
research physicist. Dr. Danes, who 
was born in Czechoslovakia, re-
ceived this doctors degree at 
Charles University in Prague, and 
prior to 1950 taught at the same 
University. In 1950 he and his 
family defected, and, after two 
years in displaced persons camps, 
came to the United States. Since 
coming to the U. S., Dr. Danes 
has done post graduate work at 
Carnegie Institute of Technology 
and U.C.L.A. and worked for Gulf 
Research and Development Com-
pany as a geophysicist. Dr. Danes 
lives in Tacoma with wife and 
two children. 
* 	 * 	 * 
"If you print any more jokes 
about Scotsmen I shall cease bor-
rowing your paper," writes a man 
from Edinburgh. 
TONTS 
BARBER SHOP 
TONY—RAY—KEN 
Props. 
3814 1/2 North 26th 
Sigma Chi and New Hall also 
placed two men each on the first 
team. Bill Stegeman was chosen 
as the quarterback and Rich Pet-
tibone as the other end with 
Wright for the Sigs. As for New 
Hall, Larry Brown was chosen 
for a tackle slot and Bill Bronson 
as the other backfield occupant. 
Following are the all-league 
results: 
FIRST TEAM 
End—Rich Pettibone 
Sigma Chi 
End—Glen Wright- 
Kappa Sigma 
Tackle—Tom Bishop- 
Kappa Sigma 
Tackle—Larry Brown- 
New Hall 
Center—John Meredith 
Sigma Nu 
Quarterback—Bill Stegeman- 
Sigma Chi 
Halfback—Dave Ratko- 
Sigma Nu 
Halfback—Bill Bronson- 
New Hall 
Fullback—Jim Lynass- 
Sigma Nu 
SECOND TEAM 
End—Gordy Besel 
New Hall 
End—Jim Montgomerie- 
Sigma Nu 
Tackle—Harold Bergh 
Sigma Nu 
Tackle—Gary Thomas 
Phi Delta Theta 
Center—Ty Stroh- 
New Hall 
Quarterback—John Whalley- 
Phi Delta Theta 
Halfback—Paul Coulter- 
Sigma Chi 
Halfback—Ed Arro- 
Kappa Sigma 
Fullback—Al Jones- 
New Hall 
Honorable Mention: Sigma Chi 
—Jim Fox, Rod Johnson, Mike 
Pettibone, Gary Fulton; Beta 
Theta Pi—Curt Sprague, Bob 
Thompson: Todd Hall - Mike 
Shifford; Sigma Nu—John Ratko; 
SAE—Jerry Lundquist; Phi Del-
ta Theta—John McNight; Kappa 
Sigma—Jim Hunnex. 
WAH LGREN'S 
Fine Florists 
WE DELIVER 
205 No. Yakima MA 7-0127 
ou 
'a guá'ranteed gift 
I.,. 	 .... fl — 	 flcn' 
UPS 
BOOK STORE 
51, 
1962 UPS SENIORS. Front row, left to right: Mike Flannery, Jim Randall, Cal 
Christoph, Dick Lawrence, Dick Colleran. Back row, left to right: Coach John 
Heinrick, Mike Brustkern, Larry Green, Dave Campbell, Dennis Egge. 
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The Lucky Logger 
by STAN FARBER 
Although the idea is still in the formative stage, the 
Sixth Avenue Businessmen have been seriously considering 
presenting a diamond wristwatch for the Outstanding Uni-
versity of Puget Sound Athlete for the 1962-63 Diamond 
Jubilee school year. 
The idea was advanced by the Sixth Avenue Business-
men at one of their semi-monthly meetings and the sugges-
tion seemed to meet with the approval of their membership. 
The selection committee would include Sixth Avenue 
businessmen (including some UPS alums), UPS coaches, 
some UPS administrators and some UPS faculty members 
'along with representatives from the Inter-Fraternity Council, 
Panhellenic and the Indees. The athletic publicity director 
would also have a vote. 
The award is a fine idea, particularly so when it comes 
from our friendly neighbors along the Sixth Avenue shopping 
strip. It is also worth shooting at by Logger athletes. 
Presumably, the award would be based upon such fac-
tors as ability, leadership, number of sports participated in, 
inspiration, scholastic achievement, etc. 
Nominations for the UPS Athlete of the Year will be 
taken from the student body at large, and such nominations 
will open sometime early in 1963. * 
Coach John Heinrick asks us to hereby thank the UPS 
student body for the "tremendous support which our fans 
gave us this season." He also said that the 1962 Loggers 
came back better after the opening loss (27-7 to Willamette) 
than any team in many, many years. 
Congratulations are also in order, too, for Coach Heinrick 
who gained his 207th win last Saturday in his 37-year grid 
coaching career. * 
* * 
The UPS basketball team is in a rebuilding stage at the 
present time, although it will rank as a well-coached and 
strong aggregation. The team could use all the support that 
the students can muster. SO WHAT TO DO: SUPPORT 
THE LOGGERS AND ATTEND THE TAC TOURNA-
MENT AT PLU NOV. 30—DEC. 1. 
* 	 * 	 * 
SHORT STUFF: The unidentified PLU tackle who call-
ed Time Out at the end of the Lute-Logger contest Nov. 10 
has now been identified: He's Ed Brannfors . . . Jim Slopak 
is the Logger basketball manager . . . Harry Hokanson, 
freshman, will start his professional baseball career next 
spring while attending UPS in the off-seasons. Harry signed 
a bonus contract with the Boston Red Sox last summer 
Inigo Lucchesi has a fine boxing show coming up at the 
Sports Arena Dec. 7 featuring Irish Bob McKinney and Sid 
Carter . . . LOOK MA! NO HANS: Hans Albertsson, the 
Swedish import, no longer roams the PLU campus this semes-
ter. He has returned to Sweden... SEE YOU AT THE TAC 
TOURNEY. 
* 	 * 	 * 
Nine Seniors Finish Grid 
Careers For Logger Eleven 
We never hear more than three 
kinds of trouble: 
All we have had. 
All we have now. 
And all we expect to have. 
Expert Workmanship 
AVENUE 
SHOE REPAIR 
2703 - 6th Avenue 
By RON MANN 
Nine seniors closed out their 
collegiate careers at the Univer-
sity of Puget Sound on a winning 
note Saturday as the Logers de-
feated Portland State 26-14. Mak-
ing their final appearance in a 
Logger uniform were Mike Brust-
kern, QB; Dave Campbell, C; Cal 
Christoph, E; Dick Colleran, C; 
Garry Dasso, HB; Mike Flan-
nery, G; Larry Green, G; Dick 
Lawrence, G; and Jim Randall, 
G. 
With the commencement of 
their college football days the rest 
of their time at U.P.S. will he 
spent finishing up various courses 
before receiving their diplomas. 
By next football season only Col-
leran, who changed his major to 
psychology and now needs addi-
tional credits, and Lawrence, who 
will be completing work on an 
Education degree, will he left on 
campus. The rest will be working 
in various lines of business and 
education. Randall and Christoph 
will he teaching school while 
coaching football. Dasso and 
Campbell hope to enter the Uni-
versity of Washington law school. 
It is possible that Campbell may 
first enter the military service for 
a six month period before continu-
ing his education. 
Green will take over as a super-
indentend for the Mid-Mountain 
Pipe Lines next fall, while Brust-
kern plans to go into marketing 
research if the service doesn't call 
him. Flannery, though not certain 
at this moment, hints he may pos-
sibly enter the construction busi-
ness. 
While other senior classes have 
come and gone, some of its mem-
bers being remembered, some for-
gotten, it is going to be some time 
before Logger followers forget 
this group of men. A large share 
of this season's success falls on 
their shoulders. Picked for no 
higher than fourth in the pre- 
season polls this year, the Loggers 
rolled over five straight Ever-
green Conference opponents be-
fore losing a game. Only a tie 
with cross-town rival Pacific Lu-
theran, on a muddy field which 
worked against the home forces, 
kept U.P.S. from a tie for the 
championship and becoming the 
Northwest's "Cinderella" team. 
It will probably be many years 
before Tacoma fans will forget 
Christoph's last minute intercep-
tion on the Whitworth one yard 
line which he turMed into the 
game winning touchdown over the 
heavily favored Pirates. Or Brust-
kern's passing, or Dasso's 102 
yards and breakaway running 
against a fired-up Western team. 
Or the stalwart play of defensive 
specialists Green, Randall, and 
Lawrence. Or the hone crushing 
blocks of Campbell. Flannery and 
Colleran as they opened holes in 
the center of the Logger line. 
Coach John Heinrick and those 
closely associated with the team 
this year may never forget the 
yeoman duty turned in by the 
seniors on the 1962 squad. 
Each senior felt it was a good 
season and several were surprised 
they did as well as they did. "The 
team came a long way for the 
amount of material we had," com-
mented Green after one of his 
last work-outs with the Maroon 
and White. "It was an enjoyable 
season for me," said Dasso. Brust- 
For a 
BETTER BURGER 
. 
Frisko Freeze 
0 
"Home of the Beefburger" 
1201 Division 
BR. 2-6843 
kern thought, "It was a better sea-
son that we could have hoped 
for." Flannery summed up most 
of the team's attitude when he 
stated, "We all had a real good 
season." 
For these nine men football 
is more than a game, it is a way of 
life. When asked if they thought 
all the long hours and hard work 
was worth it, they unanimously 
agreed it was. As to'whether they 
would do it again, their answers 
ranged from a firm "yes" to an 
expressive "definitely, without a 
doubt." 
After four years of work at the 
University of Puget Sound, one 
thing seemed to stand out in the 
minds of this year's departing 
seniors. "Coach Heinrick knows 
more about football, and can teach 
you more about it, than any other 
individual I have ever met", said 
Green. This feeling toward their 
head coach and friend is more 
than superficial. It can actually 
be felt when expressed in the 
words of Lawrence, " he (Hem-
rick) is a benefit to this insti-
tution, the people, and the staff 
connected with him." Lawrence's 
words take on additional meaning 
when the veteran Flannery says, 
"This is the best coaching staff 
I have ever played under." 
Quality 
Professional 
Cleaning 
Daily Pick-up 
at Dorms 
In at 9:00 
Out at 5:00 
MODERII 
CLEANERS 
2309 - 6th Avenue 
MA. 7-1117 
6th Ave. Florist 
Closest Florist 
to the 
UPS Campus 
Corner 6th and Union 
SK. 9-3939 
S. 
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Fast Times Independents Take Bowling 
Are Recorded Title In Intramural League 
B rust kern Passes Loggers 
To 26-14 Football Victory 
Quarterback Mike Brustkern passed the University of 
Puget Sound to a 26-14 non-conference victory over Portland 
State College at the UPS Campus Field last Saturday after-
noon. (For records, see separate story.) 
Brustkern, who wound up his collegiate career in a blaze 
of glory, passed for 247 yards, ran for six more and scored 
the first three touchdowns and pitched to fullback Jack 
Sather on an option play for the fourth Logger six-pointer. 
The heavier and more exper- 
ienced Loggers completely out-
played the visitors, second place 
finishers in the Oregon Collegiate 
Conference. The water - logged 
field cut down on the running 
attack of both teams, and the con-
test quickly turned into an aerial 
battle. 
With slightly less than two min-
utes gone in the contest, UPS 
All-Evergreen defensive end Cal 
Christoph stole the ball out of 
Billy (Bye Bye) White's hands 
and raced 43 yards for a score. 
A personal foul penalty nullified 
the touchdown. The Logers were 
unable to move and were forced to 
punt. Five plays later, UPS fresh-
man tackle Gary Brown recover-
ed a Viking fumble on the PSC 
18. It took the Loggers six plays 
to score, Brustkern going the f i-
nal three yards. Jim Mancuso's 
conversion kick attempt was wide 
to the left. 
Portland State was unable to 
move after taking the kickoff and 
punted. Gary Dasso, UPS All-
Evergreen o ff e n s i v e halfback, 
scampered for 9 yards and then 
took a screen pass from Brust kern 
45 yards to the Viking 17 before 
being caught from behind. The 
Loggers moved to the 4 before 
being set back 15 yards on a clipp-
ing penalty Brustkern passed 18 
yards to end Les Ross and, two 
plays later, bulled over from the 
1. Mancuso's kick was good, and 
the Loggers led 13-0. 
On side Kick 
Mancuso's onside kickoff was 
recovered by Christoph and the 
Loggers quickly struck for a third 
six-pointer. Brustkern passed 17 
yards to Dasso and 28 more to 
Ross to place the ball on the 5. 
Four plays later, Brustkern 
smashed across the goalline from 
the 1. Mancuso's kick was wide. 
The Staters managed to get on 
the scoreboard with 26 seconds left 
in the half as end Jim Hollings-
worth hauled in Mike Schrunk's 
pass, while defended Ross fell 
down in the mud, and raced to 
the Logger 1. Fullback Andy Ber- 
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There were five three-game ser-
ies of more than 550 pints. Over 
24 games were over 500. Ken 
Gentili and Bob Gibbs tied for 
high series with 583 scores. Doug 
Nyberg tallied the second highest 
series with a 579. Gibbs contin-
ued his winning ways with a 570 
for the next highest while John 
Keene completed the list with a 
555 series. 
Eighteen games of 200 or better 
were recorded. Leading the list 
was Doug Nyberg with a com-
mendable 258. Following are the 
200 class members: 
Doug Nyberg-258; Al Daven-
port-215; J i m Hunnex-215; 
Rich Stolarski-213; Bob Gibbs-
212 (206, 203); Al Gibbs-211; 
Les Hall-211 (203); Gordon 
Trunkey-209; Ron Prather-
209; Bill Brines-209; J oh n 
Keene-208; Jim Muller-207; 
Ken Gentili-202, 202, 202. 
Volleyball is scheduled as the 
next intramural sport, also of 
minor calibre as was bowling. It 
will begin after Thanksgiving and 
last until after Christmas. 
As for the individual sports, 
tennis has been temporarily de-
layed because of rain, but table 
tennis will being after Thanksgiv-
ing whether tennis is completed 
or not. 
Swimming will be held in De-
cember, followed by basketball 
second semester. 
In grammar lesson one day the 
teacher wrote on the blackboard: 
"I didnt have no fun at the sea-
side." 
Then she turned to one of her 
pupils and said: "Ronald, how 
should I correct that?" 
"Get a boyfriend," he answered. 
One housewife to another, over 
the hack fence: "I got to thinking 
yesterday . . . you know how you 
do when the television set is 
broken . . 
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COMPLETE LUBRICATION 
School and Factory Trained 
- 35 YEARS EXPERIENCE - 
Guaranteed Repair Parts 
In Swim Meet 
Excitement and action were the 
keynote features of last Thurs-
day's intersquad swim meet at the 
Hugh Wallace Memorial Pool. 
The "Bad Actors" defeated the 
"Soreheads" in the final race of 
the afternoon to win the meet 46-
38. A difference of four tenths of 
a second determined the race and 
the meet as both teams unofficial-
ly broke the Evergreen Confer-
ence record for the 400 meter 
freestyle relay. 
Going into the final race Dave 
Handy's "Bad Actors" were in 
command of a one-point lead at 
39-38. Either team stood a chance 
to win the contest. This evident-
ally inspired both teams on to 
break the existing conference rec-
ord. John Seremeta's "Soreheads" 
came close but lost in one of the 
most exciting races in years. 
All sprinters did exceptionally 
well, according to coach Don 
Duncan, as did John Jewell and 
Bob Harper in the medly relay. 
It seems evident that Duncan's 
rigorous training program is pro-
ducing results. 
Jewell's 0:58.4 in the 400 meter 
medley relay was the outstanding 
time of the day for an individual 
competitor. It was by 2.3 seconds 
the fastest time he has ever turn-
ed in. 
Harper's 1:16.6 in the breast 
stroke split of the medley relay 
equaled the pool record, and 
showed Evergreen conference op-
ponents what to expect this year. 
Harper is a freshman. 
"Overall the meet couldn't 
have been better. It was the most 
successful intersquad meet I have 
ever had," Duncan related after 
the scrimmage. "All times were 
better than I expected for this 
time of the year. Several of the 
boys turned in the best times of 
their careers," he continued. 
For the meet the squad was 
divided evenly with co-captains 
Handy and Seremeta coaching the 
teams. Coach Duncan assigned 
the names to add a little humor 
and to keep the teams separate. 
The event winners: 
400 Med. Relay—(BA) Marcy, 
Barnes, Handy Jewell-4: 44.9. 
200 Freestyle—(S) Stauffer-
2:18.5. 
50 Freestyle—(BA) 1. Jewell 
—0:27.8 2. (S) Lanza-0:27.9. 
100 md. Med.—(S) Harper 
1: 14.6. 
100 Butterfly—(BA) Handy-
1: 15.7. 
100 Freestyle—(S) Stauffer-
1:00.7. (This equals a varsity 
record set by Jewell.) 
200 Backstroke—(BA) Marcy 
—2:48.4. 
400 Freestyle—(BA) Strain-
5:36.3. 
200 Breaststroke—(S) Harper 
—3:01.1. 
400 Free Relay—(BA) Jewell, 
Strain, Handy, Perkins-4: 12.6. 
(S) Hurst, Lanza, Dyer, Stauffer 
—4:13.0. 
kis scored and Keith Farrell kick-
ed the point. 
PSC tried an onside attempt, 
but Logger Bob Izzi fell on the 
ball. Brustkern then passed 22 
yards to Ross and 24 more to end 
Mickey Kalyk before time ran 
out as the ball rested on the PSC 
9 yard line. 
The Loggers took the second 
half kickoff and drove to the Vik 
15, the big gainer being a 22-yard 
aerial from Brusthern to Ross, be-
fore three passes fell incomplete 
in the end zone. After PSC held 
on downs and were forced to punt 
short, the Loggers scored in eight 
plays from the PSC 34. a 16-yard 
Brust kern-Ross pass and an 8-
yard Sather-Ross aerial were the 
key plays Brustkern optioned left 
end before pitching to Sather for 
the final five yards and the score. 
Mancuso's kick was good. 
The Vikings got back on the 
scoreboard with 4 1/2 minutes left 
in the contest. Hollingsworth pull-
ed in a 30-yard payoff pitch as 
Logger defender Keith Weeks 
was climbing out of the mud 
where he had fallen. Farrell's 
kick was good. 
Mancuso Scampers 
Mancuso took the kickoff and 
almost broke loose for an 84-yard 
return, but he was hauled down 
on the PSC 47 when he couldn't 
cut because of the muddy condi-
tions of the field. That was the 
ball game. 
Coach ,John Heinrich's Loggers 
did a masterful defense job on 
White, the 20th best rusher in 
NA1A small-college statistics with 
an almost 100 - yards - per - game 
clip. White was held to a not of 5 
yards in 11 carries. 
The Logger reserves saw heavy 
duty throughout the second half. 
Penalties hurt the Puget Sound-
ers, as the Loggers were nicked 11 
times for 122 yards compared to 
Portland's one penalty for five 
yards. 
The win gave the Loggers a fi-
nal 6-2-1 won-lost-tied record for 
the 1962 grid campaign. Nine 
seniors bowed out—end Cal Chris-
toph; guards Larry Green, Mike 
Flannery, Dick Lawrence, and Jim 
Randall; centers Dick Colleran 
and Dave Campbell: quarterback 
Mike Brustkern; and halfback 
Gary Dasso. 
The Independents, entering in 
their first intramural sport for 
the 1962-63 school year, romped 
through bowling with a three-day 
team score of 7512. Following the 
Indees were the Phi Delts with 
7479 points and Sigma Nu with 
7037. 
Following are the all-team re-
sults: Independents —2639, 2214, 
2659-7512; Phi Delta Theta-2522, 
2408, 2549-7479; Sigma Nu-2481, 
2208, 2348-7037; Kappa Sigma-
2465, 2364, 2106-6935; Todd Hall 
—2357, 2246, 2206-6809; Sigma 
Chi-2165, 2402, 2153-6720; New 
Hall-2183, 2164, 2195-6542; Sig-
ma Alpha Epsilon-2132, 2252, 
2038-6422; Beta Theta Pi-1743, 
2044, 2090-5877. 
As for the individual statistics 
for intramural bowling, Bob Gibbs 
came through with the most total 
pins for the three days with 1695. 
Ken Gentili placed second with 
1566. Nine men totalled more 
than 1500 pins. They were: Bob 
Gibhs-570, 583, 542-1695; Ken 
Gentili-436, 583, 547-1566; John 
Keene-506, 502, 555-1563; Bob 
H i d di C k-522, 509, 524-1555; 
George Polenas-541, 510, 497-
1548; Al Gibbs-502, 523, 516-
1541; Rich Stolarski-495- 532, 
498-1525; Doug Nyberg-507, 433, 
579-1519; Al Davenport-529, 503, 
478-1510. 
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Whiskers Change In 
importance Over Years 
After letting his whiskers grow for 36 years, a North 
Dakota man had whiskers 11 feet and 6 inches long. But 
that's nothing compared to the length of the superstitions and 
strange history has recorded about beards. 
Sometimes beards are fashionable, sometimes they are 
not. The Bible tells of a war triggered by a loss of beards 
but in Massachusetts 160 years ago, a man was actually 
thrown in jail for wearing a beard! 
Beard: Pro and Con 
In many societies, beards are 
considered a sign of maniiness. 
The only time anyone in the 
Bible shaves his beard is when he 
has leprosy or when he is in 
mourning. When the Ammonites 
shaved the beards off King Dav-
id's servants, he wreaked bloody 
revenge on them for this unspeak-
able insult. 
Among many people of the 
world, the beard was so precious 
that men swore by it to prove 
their good faith. The ancient 
Moslems considered the beard ac-
tually sacred. If they shaved at 
all, they would save all the whis-
kers they grew, store them care-
fully in a small box, and have the 
box buried with them when they 
died. 
Even in modern times, beard-
wearing has often been considered 
highly desirable. In 1907, Paris 
hotels forbade waiters to wear 
beards—and the incensed waiters 
immediately went on strike! 
On the other hand, sometimes 
beards have been despised. 
Alexander the Great (356-323 
B.C. insisted that all his warriors 
be clean shaven. His reasoning: 
otherwise enemy soldiers could 
grab his men by their beards when 
they fought. 
Since beards are presumably a 
sign of manliness, it becomes 
rather embarrassing when a King 
doesn't have a beard. That ex-
plains why when Louis XIII of 
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LES ROSS catches pass against Portland State. 
Loggers won 26-14. 
Hair-Raising Facts 
The hair on your face is four 
times as thick as the hair on your 
head, from 700 to 800 hairs per 
inch. To make shaving even tough-
er, the whiskers don't stand up 
straight. Their angle is from 30 
to 60 degrees, and under the chin 
they may be entirely flat. 
A young man can look forward 
to shaving 36/2 hours every year, 
and covering 1/2 mile of square 
mile of face. In a lifetime, he will 
spend 60 days shaving. 
A normal person's whiskers 
grow 1/2 inch every month, and 
it would take a full year to be the 
proud owner of a six-inch beard. 
- The most expensive beard in 
history probably belonged to Cal-
igula, Emperor of Rome from 37 
to 41 A.D. It was made of solid 
gold wire, finely spun and shaped 
like a beard. He wore it to suggest 
his divinity. 
The longest beard on record 
was worn by Hans N. Lanoseth, 
a Norwegian who lived in North 
Dakota. In 1912, after 36 years 
of growth, his beard measured 11 
and a half feet. This compares 
with 8 feet 3 inches, the longest 
tresses of a woman—a Miss Owens 
who lived in the 19th century. A 
candidate for the longest mous-
tache is John Roy of Scotland, 
with handlebars measuring 16 1/2 
inches. 
The female with the longest 
beard was probably a woman who 
fought in the Army of Charles 
XII of Sweden in the 18th Cen-
tury. Captured by the Russians 
in 1724, she was presented to the 
France ascended the throne as a 
barefaced boy of nine, all his fol-
lowers wisely hastened to the bar-
ber to become clean-shaven. 
Peter the Great of Russia (1672-
1725) had no beard himself, and 
regarded beards as uncivilized. 
So he ordered a tax on beards-
and clerks were stationed in each 
Russian town to collect the rev-
enue. Offenders were condemned 
to hard labor. For 60 years this 
law was enforced, until Peter died 
and Catherine I ascended the 
throne. 
One day in 1830, a man named 
Joseph Palmer dared to wear a 
beard in Fitchburg, Mass. The 
shocked townpeople flung stones 
at him and threw him in jail. But 
Palmer lived to see beards come 
back in fashion—and on his tomb-
stone he ordered written: "Per-
secuted for wearing the Beard." 
Reasons for growing a beard 
are various. According to one 
source, Jewish scholars thought 
"that God gave man a beard to 
distinguish him from woman." 
Another defender of the beard 
called it a "Divinely provided 
chest protector." 
In modern America, though, 
only some 200,000 men wear 
beards. One of the main reasons 
is the improved method of shav-
ing. 
Perhaps the most famous beard 
of all time belonged to Abraham 
Lincoln. The sixteenth President 
was the first to wear a beard, and 
he helped revive the fashion. Of 
the nine Presidents who followed 
Lincoln, only one - McKinley - 
was clean-shayen. 
In October, 1860, a month be-
fore the Presidential election, Lin-
coln had still never worn a beard. 
Then he received a letter from 
an 11-year old girl, Grace Bedell 
of Westfield, New York. She 
wrote that "you would look a 
great deal better since your face 
is so thin," adding that "all the 
ladies like whiskers and they 
would tease their husband to vote 
for you and then you would be 
President." 
Lincoln proceeded to grow a 
beard. In February, when cam-
paigning through Westfield, he 
paused in his speech to ask if 
Grace Bedell was present. She 
was led up to Lincoln, and he 
kissed her. 
But even Lincoln's beard had 
critics. 
DAIRY QUEEN 
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It" Bagged 
By Todd hail 
On Thursday, November 8, 
Barry Hawkins, the protagonist 
in the "monster" incident, was 
bagged by the men of Todd Hall. 
He was called out of class on a 
false pretext and escorted to a 
private home by approximately 
fifteen of the above mentioned 
group. During the ensuing two 
and a half days of captivity, he 
was secured to various pieces of 
furniture with a pair of l)OliCe 
handcuffs. Changes in location 
encompassed assorted private res-
idences and several motels. 
Various modes of disposal were 
projected. The first suggested was 
a trip, via air, to eastern Wash-
ington. It subsequently f e 11 
through. The next plan included 
a slow boat to parts unknown, 
however this also failed. Finally 
a satisfactory destination was de-
cided upon. Shortly thereafter 
Hawkins was deposited at the 
SAE house. 
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